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Legal identity

SIVECO Romania is a joint venture registered
at the Trade Register Office under number
J40/14658/1992.

Shareholding structure

SIVECO Netherlanden BV 42,2%
Intel Capital Corporation
32,5%
& Enterprise Investors
Company management

25,3%

The organizational structure of SIVECO Romania
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Human Resources &
Quality
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The first level of the organizational structure consists in the Board of
Directors. The second level is represented by the President & CEO. The
third level consists in functions and departments which depend on the
President & CEO.
The President & CEO is globally responsible for the profitable functioning
of the organization. The President & CEO is directly responsible for the
organization, administration and financial accountancy of the organization
and fully responsible for all the activities of the Company, including quality
assurance.

Landmarks
1992

SIVECO Romania is brought into existence, as a limited liability company.

1997

SIVECO Romania changes its legal status into joint venture.

2000

The Danish investment fund DANEL Business Ventures becomes the majority
shareholder of the Company.

2003

SIVECO Netherlands B.V. becomes the majority shareholder of the
Company.

2005

Intel Capital and Polish Enterprise Fund V, investment fund administered by
Enterprise Investors, become shareholders of SIVECO Romania.
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Irina Socol, President & CEO
SIVECO Romania

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY IN
THE IT INDUSTRY:
INNOVATION,
EDUCATION AND
SOCIAL BENEFIT
PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

“

The national economic situation, the undergoing process of redefining
and restructuring imposes an absorption of software solutions and
technological innovations. The development of the IT industry has reached
here, in Romania, a level of performance comparable to the Western one.
The Romanian IT industry aligns with the major trends identified globally.
The differences appear when it comes to assimilating and refining these
new concepts.
Romania currently represents one of the most dynamic IT markets in
Central and Eastern Europe. This fact is confirmed by both the progress
in the information technology field and the remarkable competences of
the Romanian specialists. The potential of the Romanian market brings it
into the attention of the elite international companies, who decide either
to invest or to open branch offices or development centers in Romania.
The national IT sector will, thus, continue its ascendance, introducing in
Romania global trends of development acknowledged by specialists in
the field.
SIVECO Romania is a promoter of the general trends on the software
market. We attach importance to all the main technological initiatives on
the Western markets. We design and develop software solutions dedicated
to both governmental organizations and commercial enterprises,
namely Enterprise Application Software (EAS) and Custom Applications
Development. Our eLearning, eHealth and eAgriculture projects allow
different user categories - teachers, students, parents, doctors, health
and agriculture specialists - to connect to the electronic information
resources.
The access to such IT management solutions allows organizations to
administer all resources more easily, to minimize their internal costs,
to monitor and assess their performances, to define and adjust the
development plans and, finally, to be more efficient and performant.
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SIVECO Romania, through its actions, aims at the active participation in the
consolidation of a stable, ethical and professional business environment,
internationally competitive. The investments of the Company have mainly
focused on research and development activities, as well as the growth
and consolidation of its team of professionals. This helps us improve the
quality of our products and services and offer more performance to our
clients.
Equally, social responsibility became an inherent element of the
development of SIVECO Romania. In this regard, a qualitative leap
occurred upon the establishment of a new corporate objective: offering
solutions with a positive impact in society. This means encouraging
educational initiatives, supporting civic projects, designing products for
improving the modern educational process.
For SIVECO Romania, the eLearning solutions are a compulsory
component of the global process of society development. The eLearning
programs assure the transition from the classical methods of teaching to
an innovative means of communication. We are permanently connected
with everything that translates as innovation, technology, educational
trends in the virtual field, our eLearning applications aiming at special
market, the educational one, producing a remarkable social impact. In
the field of alternative educational applications we have set our minds
on both the alignment to the community strategies eEurope 2005 and
2010, and the conformity with the needs of our clients and potential
beneficiaries: students and teachers throughout the world.
Therefore, the Company’s social responsibility strategy is supported
by the different methods used by us in order to succeed in aligning our
values, business objectives and behavior to the needs and expectations of
our clients, investors, employees, partners and the community. More than
obtaining commercial success in an ethical manner, social responsibility
means integrating the social and environmental needs which are relevant
to our industry and which we can provide sustainable solutions to, in our
commercial activities and development objectives.

“

Irina SOCOL
President & CEO SIVECO Romania
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A VOTE OF
CONFIDENCE
FROM OUR
SHAREHOLDERS

“

Upon Romania’s integration in the European Union, a vast market opens,
requiring the most recent IT solutions in order to increase productivity
and be competitive inside the European market and beyond its borders.
We believe SIVECO Romania represents an important part of this
development process by supplying software solutions both for private
clients and companies, encouraging education innovation in the same
time.
Marcin Hejka, Investment Manager, Intel Capital

SIVECO Romania is a rapidly developing company which has gained a
solid reputation in Romania and on the West European and American
markets. Having Intel Corporation as co-investor in this project, we are
convinced that SIVECO Romania’s position of local leader in the field of IT
services will be consolidated; also, we will contribute to its extension on
foreign markets.
Dariusz Pronczuk, Partner Enterprise Investors
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VISION

“

A society built on solid grounds needs high mobility companies regarding
social responsibility. Such a company is SIVECO Romania, constantly
involved in actions having an educational social impact, in projects aiming
at the assimilation and application of global initiatives of developing a
transparent and correct business environment.
By consistently getting involved in the corporate behavior field, by
assuming social responsibility from a strategic point of view, the CSR
component is included in the business pattern of our company. The
performance of SIVECO Romania is a direct result of the investments
in research and development. This helps us improve the quality of our
products, offer better services to our clients, provide access to education
and high technology to our employees, technological progress and
responsible innovation to the community and economic performance and
long term development to our investors.
SIVECO Romania’s politics is grounded on the premise that a solid
increase can be assured only by constant investments in research and
development. For that matter, a large part of the funds invested by our
shareholders go to the activities of product research and development
and to training course for our specialists.
Irina Socol, President& CEO SIVECO Romania
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SECTION ONE

SIVECO Romania and
THE IT INDUSTRY
INNOVATION, EDUCATION, SUSTAINABILITY

“

The international environment has extremely high competence requests,
and the companies who wish to build a reputation must constantly invest in
innovation, research and development of new products and services, new
technologies, new solutions regarding the clients’ expectations and needs.
SIVECO Romania invests annually, according to its business strategy, an
important share of the profit in these activities, obtaining a competitive
advantage both on the national and the international market.
Especially in the IT environment, ‘the new’ becomes a compulsory
characteristic of the solutions provided. We see innovation as a real path
to success, the only one capable of opening new horizons and subject
technology to mankind.
We are proud to confess our contribution to Romania’s IT history: we have
installed the fist computer assisted training system in 15,000 Romanian
schools, we contribute to the computerization of the healthcare and
agriculture systems, we implement our solutions in organizations with a
major impact in the Romanian business environment, providing European
productivity.
We have a word to say in high technology internationally, placing Romania
among the most developed countries from an eLearning point of view.
We believe in the exceptional resources of the Romanian IT specialist and
we stimulate our colleagues to outdo themselves, to courageously affirm
their intelligence and creativity on a global scene.
Irina Socol, President& CEO SIVECO Romania
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SIVECO Romania is one of the most important providers and integrators
of eBusiness (EAS), eLearning, eGovernment, eHealth, eAgriculture
and eCustoms solutions in Romania. SIVECO Romania’s investments
in innovation, research projects and our educational projects meet our
clients’ expectations.
We have managed a lasting development, an international expansion
of our network of clients and partners and the maintenance of our
position as leaders in the fields of ERP, eBusiness, eLearning,
eGovernment, eHealth, eAgriculture, eCustoms; we have managed
to improve social performances and to cultivate the principles of
sustainable development.
Inside SIVECO Romania, the research activity is carried out by our own
Research-Development personnel, their results being taken over by the
operational departments in order to develop new software products,
destined for commercial use and for the continuous improvement of
the products of our portfolio.
According to the company’s development strategy, the priorities
are investing in research & development and turning the results
of research and experience into innovative products meeting the
market’s requests.

THE MAIN
DIRECTIONS
OF RESEARCH,
DEEVLOPMENT
AND
INNOVATION
APPLIED
WITHIN THE
COMPANY
1. eLearning
» Modern distance learning and computer assisted learning
platforms
» eLearning content development and diversification
» Systems for the management of knowledge integrated with other
products of the company.
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2. eHealth
» Information management systems for public health services.

3. Information security
» Developing complete security systems for distributed SOA
architectures.

THE AGES OF
SIVECO Romania

MAJOR
RESEARCH
AND
DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS

Landmarks
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1992

SIVECO Romana was established.

1994

The company develops its own integrated informatics system called
SIVECO Applications, one of the most valuable management applications
of the company’s resources (Enterprise Resource Planning, ERP), perfectly
adapted to the Romanian market.
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1997

Until this year, the company focused on the export of IT solutions and
services; but, from this moment on, SIVECO Romania started to approach,
with its own informatics products, complex and large projects, consequently
developing the eLearning, eHealth, eCustoms and eAgriculture projects.

1998

Together with Bull, the consortium participation in the first sizeable project,
the best developed project in that respective Romanian industry: The
computerization of the Administration of Sea Ports Constanta.

1999

• The debut of project SIVABON for the Credit Office. The application is a
management system of information regarding credit risk.

• The debut of a project for implementing a complete solution for the
management of all the internal operational aspects of Petrom S.A.

2000

The debut of the AeL software platform, destined for supporting the learning
process by modern technological methods. Based on principles of modern
psycho-Pedagogics, AeL provides teachers with an alternative teaching
instrument, meant to increase classroom interactivity and creativity.

2001

• The debut of the Information Educational System, in consortium with HP,
IBM and Compaq.

• The launching of SIVABON and SIVADOC, document and work flow
management system.

2004

• The debut of the Unique Integrated Information System of Health and Social

Security, developed for the National Health Insurance Fund (CNAS). The
application improves the fund’s administration and increases the quality
of the medical and pharmaceutical services. The project is carried out
together with HP Romania, as partner.

• The debut of the Romanian National Railway Company project, namely the
development of an integrated financial-accountancy system. The project
is carried out in partnership with Oracle Romania, HP Romania and S&T
Romania.

• SIVECO Romania’s software solutions reach over 300 large clients, national
and international companies.

2005

AeL Enterprise is launched, Learning Content Management System
dedicated to companies.

2006

• For the first time in Romania: the first Romanian know-how export in the
field of complex information projects.

• SIVECO Romania participates in the reform of the educational system

in Cyprus. Within the project carried out in collaboration with HS DATA
Ltd. and HP, SIVECO Romania provides the AeL educational platform and
multimedia educational content.

• SIVECO Romania participates in the reform of the healthcare sector in
Bulgaria, contributing to the implementation of the integrated information
system for the Bulgarian National Health Insurance Fund.

• The debut of project ‘Sistem IT’, for the Agency of Payment and Intervention

for Agriculture (APIA), compulsory requirement of the European Union.
The project is carried out in partnership with ABG Ster-Project, Poland.
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2007

The year of starting the European projects. The Company is present on the
unique market with the latest software solutions, meeting the requirements
of UE. SIVECO Applications 2010, SIVADOC 2010 and the new versions of
eLearning, eTraining, eHealth, eCustoms, eAgriculture, eBanking&Finance
are specially designed for the European market.

2008

• The successful completion of the Bulgarian project NHIF
• The development of SIVECO Ballance ScoreCard, own product
• The launching of iTAX Collect
• The progress of the education computerizing system in the rural
environment

• Developping the project eLearning SEI 5 including educational platforms

•
•

for 8,191 education units, on a number of 79,284 computers, laptops and
servers, and other appliances such as projectors and copy machines; the
training of 40,000 teachers)
The completion of the eLearning Project in the Republic of Moldova and
the demarche of a national eLearning project
The carrying out of eLearning, eAgriculture and eCustoms projects in
Cyprus, Turkey, United Arab Emirates.

We have developed and evolved through complex projects, and our acknowledged
expertise in the fields of development, implementation and integration of
software solutions recommends us as a reliable partner for any company on
the European Union market.
Irina Socol, President& CEO SIVECO Romania

RELEVANT PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA FOR
SIVECO Romania’s
RESEARCH ACTIVITY
» The contribution of innovation in the improvement of the quality of our
services and projects and in the increase of the company’s capacity
of anticipating and meeting the new expectations and requests of our
targeted clients and markets
» The social potential of innovation and the social benefit generated by the
development of innovative software products
» Products, technologies and studies resulted from research activities,
based on patents, homologations or own innovations. Prospective and
technological studies as well as services resulted from the research and
development activity required by the beneficiary
» Technical and scientific works published in specialty magazines or
presented at international conferences
» Physical models, experimental models, functional models, prototypes,
procedures, new or improved methodologies
» National and international awards received as an acknowledgement of
the innovative character, the quality or the social impact of the software
products designed and developed by the company.
16
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RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
WITH REMARKABLE SOCIAL
IMPACT
The social impact of the research and development programs of
SIVECO Romania consists in the field of activity, the targeted objectives
and their remarkable volume. The eLearning and eHealth solutions and
the software applications of computer assisted education have a significant
contribution in the reform of the education and health systems in Romania
and in other developing countries.

Landmarks
2001

The debut of the IT Based Educational System. Subsequently, the eLearning
solutions of SIVECO Romania were developed, diversified and exported in
countries such as Cyprus, The United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Moldova, contributing in the educational reform in these regions (See section
Sustainability: the products’ social benefits).

2004

The debut of the Unique Integrated Information System of Health and
Social Security. Subsequently, the eHealth applications developed by
SIVECO Romania were diversified and adapted in order to reform the health
systems in other countries, such as Bulgaria.

2005

• SALVAT, advanced eLearning system for a technical
• eDRAW - virtual environment for teaching arts - faculty.

2006

The development of the digital content for supporting and sustaining the
computer assisted education.

2007

• The development and testing of an automatic system for risk analysis,
diagnosis and decision, as an assistant of the medical act

• The development of an advanced eLearning port for colleges
• The development and testing of an automatic system for risk analysis,
diagnosis and decision, as an assistant of the medical act - pilot project
(See the educational programs initiated or sustained by SIVECO Romania, in
Chapter Community: education, corporate behavior, sustainability).

2008

• eduTubePlus - The creation of a video library, followed by the integration of
platforms AeL and Lecite TV, a European curriculum related video library
and hybrid e-services for the pedagogical exploitation of video in class

• ASPECT - the evaluation of the existent educational content standards
and the elaboration of the metadata implementation methodology; the
implementation in 10 schools (Adopting Standards and Specifications for
Educational Content).

SIVECO Romania CSR ANNUAL REPORT
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THE AGES OF SIVECO Romania

THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
OF PERFORMANCE
IN RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT IN THE
SOFTWARE INDUSTRY
The products developed by the company are available in their commercial
versions and are economically exploited, being installed on the computers
of a significant number of clients in Romania and abroad. The quality and
degree of innovation of our products have been acknowledged by numerous
national and international awards.

Landmarks
1999

SIVECO Applications, „Best of CERF” in category „Sisteme ERP”.

2001

SIVECO Applications is awarded the Excellence Diploma at BINARY, “Best
Software Application”, in section “Enterprise Management Information
Systems”.

2002

• AEL 3.0 eLearning platform is awarded the Excellence Diploma at
BINARY

• AEL is awarded the Excellence Award of IDG Romania for “The contribution

in the alignment of the Romanian education system with the European
standards”

• SIVECO Applications v 6.0 is awarded the „Best of CERF” prize for category
„Business Software”.

2003

• AeL Platform receives the acknowledgement of its international value

at EDUCA (Berlin, December 2003) and World Summit for International
Society (Geneva, December 2003)

• SIVADOC, the management platform of documents and work flow, is
awarded “The prize for the best application software” (in its category),
BINARY

• The Product Management component of the Integrated Information System
is awarded the Excellence Award for application software, offered by IDG
Romania at the ninth edition of Romanian Computer Show (ROCS).

2004

• SIVECO Applications, “The first EAS solution ready for the denomination of
the national currency’, ROCS

• Ael - Advanced Learning Platform is nominated by the European
Commission for Information Society Prizes (European IST Prizes)

• SIVECO Applications, “Best EAS software applications”, BINARY.
18
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2005

• SIVADOC, winner of the IT&C Prizes, Galati, in section ”Document

management”
• “Best Bridge over the Digital Divide” for SEI project, at the Gala of PC
World
Awards
AeL lessons are awarded the World Summit Award
•
• AeL platform is nominated for the “eAwards for eGovernment” awards
• “The Award for Excellence” offered by COMUNIC@ŢII mobile
• SEI magazine / AeL, Honorable Mention at eEurope Awards for
eGovernment
• SIVECO Applications, “Excellence Award” at the Gala of PC World Awards;
• “Excellence Award” at the Romanian Computer Show (ROCS).

2006

• SIVECO Business Analyser, “The award for the best e-business software

2007

• AeL Content, nominated at the ICT Prizes contest organized annually by

solution”, Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture Galati
• “Award for quality and technology”, category “Platinum”, Frankfurt
• SIVECO Applications, “Excellence Award” at the Gala of PC World Awards;
• “Excellence Award” at category IT&C, the Gala of Excellence Awards of
Intercity magazine
• The “local innovative investments” Award for Excellence, OECD, Wien
• SEI, “Award for Excellence in Project Management”, awarded by the
International Project Management Association (IPMA) and the Romanian
Project Management Association (APMR)
• SEI, the “Public service of the year”, award, Comunic@tii mobile Gala.

the European Council for Applied Sciences, Technology and Engineering
(Euro-CASE)
• SIVECO Applications 2010, PC World Romania Award „100 Best Products
of 2006”, PC World Gala
Diploma
for Excellence upon celebrating 15 years from the establishment,
•
for the contribution in the digital content development based on new
technologies, supporting the educational process, University of Bucharest,
Faculty of Letters
• Diploma for remarkable presence at the XVI-th edition of CERF exposition
and conference
• SIVECO Applications 2010, computerized solution awarded at IT&C Galati
Awards, Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture Galati
SEI
implemented in Romania is considered one of the most important
•
fulfillments globally, in the field of project management, by the International
Project Management Association (IPMA)
• First Prize in category “Research, Development and High Tech” in the
CCIR Top of Business Excellence, XIV-th edition.
2008
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• The “European IT Excellence 2008 Award” in category Independent

Software Vendors (ISV), Vertical Market, awarded for the contribution in
implementing the project of computerizing the Romanian educational
system
• First prize in category Research, Development and High Tech in the top of
companies, CCIB, edition XV and CCIR, edition XV
The
award for the project of computerizing APIA at the RoCS Gala, 2008.
•
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PARTNERSHIPS
FOR RESEARCH,
EDUCATION
AND REFORM

» For SIVECO Romania, the social benefit of the educational programs
and the research and development projects is largely determined by
the partnerships with education and research institutions as well as
IT companies acknowledged for their involvement in Research and
Development.
» We are honored by the collaboration with institutions such as University
Politechnica of Bucharest (UPB), the National Institute for Research
and Development in Informatics (ICI), ORT France, European Research
Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, France (GEIE ERCIM), the
Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest (ASE), MEIR Hospital, Israel,
The Ministry of Education and Research.
» The collaboration in educational programs initiated by nongovernmental
organizations such as The Romanian Association for Debate, Elocution
and Rhetoric (ARODR), Pro Democratia and World Vision proved to be
extremely beneficial, as well.
(See Chapter Community: education, corporate behavior, sustainability)
» We are motivated and delighted by the experience in avant-garde IT fields
of well-known multinational companies such as Intel, IBM Romania, HP
Romania, Oracle Romania, Bull Romania, Datamat Italy.
» SIVECO Romania is a partner of United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
» SIVECO Romania is a partner of the European Commission in the
following research projects:
• eDRAW, Virtual collaborative environment for art teaching
• Advancing Clinico-Genomics Trials on Cancer (ACGT)
• Automated Legal Intelligent System (ALIS)
• Local Development Cooperation Actions Enabled BySemantic
Technology (LD-CAST)
• Health Level Seven (HL 7), professional association created in order
to promote certain unitary, internationally used medical standards, in
Romania.
» SIVECO Romania’s President & CEO, Irina SOCOL, is part of the
Information Society Technologies Advisory Group of the European Union.

20
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IT industry generates social
change and encourages the
participation in public life

Modern society is increasingly complex. The social institutions and the
instruments of today’s democracies are increasingly complicated and
difficult to use.
In order to survive, in order to be functional and perform, the individual
needs to face more and more challenges and unknown situations. In many
of these situations, the chance consists in knowledge and information.
These two allow us to cope with the requirements of modern world, and
also to enjoy prosperity and democracy.
In a great extent, the access to knowledge and information is facilitated by
the IT industry, by the new technologies it provides to the fields of hardware
equipment and software applications.
The IT industry is not only a field of technological innovation, but one of
social and cultural avant-garde. Today, the information technologies offer
the most accessible, popular and efficient educational and communication
instruments. The increasingly powerful and affordable hardware
equipments, the software applications and the Internet have irreversibly
changed the way in which we communicate, our social relations, our
relation with authority, the relationships among individuals and the
institutions of the state. The easy access to information, the extremely
powerful calculation, storage, classification, information processing and
searching instruments available online for insignificant prices or, often,
free of any charge, provide people something that the State can only
formally guarantee: the right to information, education and culture.

“

The civilization of the XX-th Century, more than any other before it, rested
on information, education, science, culture, namely on knowledge, as well
as on that governance system that, by vocation, allows everybody’s access to
knowledge - democracy.
... The accelerated improvement of the information transmission techniques
as well as the continuous increase in the number of its beneficiaries turn
the XXI-st century once more into an era when information will become the
central element of civilization.
Jean-François Revel, politologist, former director of L’Express magazine

... The wonderful communication technologies which have brought us the
Internet almost make it impossible for tyrants to keep their peoples in the dark
or silent.
Todd G. Buchholz, economist, former economic politics director
of the White House

IT industry and democracy
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“

Online databases, virtual libraries, the Internet and local networks, browsers
and search engines, mail and chat, public and public hosting servers,
forums, groups and other virtual communities, the web environment, web
sites, blogging, wiki applications, open source applications are not only
technological applications, communication instruments or ways of spending
spare time, but actual instruments of the modern democracy.

21

IT Industry generates innovation
and technological progress

In his advocacy for the first federal law of copyright brought into force in the
United States, President George Washington argued that it will determine an
increase of the knowledge capital, and that knowledge is, for a country, the
surest way to public happiness.
John Howkins, business strategy consultant, politic governmental expert for
creative industries, founder of Adelphy Charter on Creativity, Innovation and
Intellectual Property
Through their nature, IT industry and, in particular, software industry are
part of what is called creative economy. According to the International
Alliance of Intellectual Property (IIPA), software industry is classified in the
category of copyright industries, which reunites those commercial activities
which mainly produce intellectual property (besides software, this category
also includes the industry of computer games, advertising, cultural and
artistic products, and so on).
Also, IT is one of the most important patent industry, field which reunites the
economical activities based on innovation and registering and commercializing
patents. Initially, from a legal point of view, software programs were not
considered intellectual property, unable to be protected other than by laws
regarding commercial contracts and confidentiality provisions. The first
regulations which recognized the status of intellectual property for software
applications were The Copyright Act, dated 1976, in the US, and The European
Union’s Directive on Computer Programs, dated 1991, also featured in the
British law. Today, software programs are recognized throughout the world
as intellectual property. Nonetheless, currently the United States is the only
country where software applications may be patented.
A significant moment in software industry is the case of Diamond vs. Diehr,
argued in 1981 by the Supreme Court of the United States. On this occasion,
the resort considered that indeed, a software program can meet the 3 criteria
needed in order to be patented: innovative elements, innovative procedures
and its technical utility or applicability.

IT industry encourages creativity

Beyond the controversies regarding the patent of software applications, IT
industry remains one of the most creative fields ever developed by human
intelligence. There are three arguments proving the truthfulness of this
affirmation: the companies’ large investments in research and development,
the number of innovations and patents and the social impact of the IT
innovation, the industry’s remarkable capacity of generating social change.

From creativity to the creative
product

People with ideas - the ones who have ideas - became stronger than those who
operate equipments and tools and, frequently, they are stronger than those
who own equipments and tools. Creativity does not necessarily imply economic
activity. It becomes a commercial activity the moment it generates ideas with
economic implications or products that can be commercialized. It is difficult to
define this turning, from abstract to material, from idea to product... Generally,
this transformation takes place when an idea is identified as such, receives a
name and is applied, so that in can be owned as property and commercialized.
The result is the creative product, which we define such as commercial goods or
services obtained subsequent to a creative process, and which has a commercial
value.
John Howkins

22
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IT industry backs the educational
system reform

The involvement of the IT industry in education is not one of conjunction.
The two fields actually depend on one another. On one side, it is generally
acknowledged that the actual educational system does not correspond to the
expectations of today’s society. The unsuitability of the educational system,
the computer illiteracy and the lack of access to education for millions
of people are acknowledged as global problems. The new information
technologies find uncountable solutions to these problems. All the global
leaders of software industries and hardware equipments have long term
programs and strategies dedicated to education.

“

But can people keep up with the inventions which make traditional activities
and roles become something of the past? Can they learn by themselves
fast enough, in order not to be surpassed by the computerized and postcomputerized era?
... The world today provides us so many possibilities that we cannot foresee
little of what we will be doing, and even less of what our children will. They
are no longer raised by people who know the world, and not because their
parents had grown dumber or lazier, but because the world became too large
to be completely known. Parents must eventually teach their children how to
manage in situations of uncertainty, not how to assure their stability.
Todd G. Buchholz, economist, former economic politics director
of the White House
The computer revolution may play a considerable part in our lives, transforming
learning in entertainment, and entertainment in learning. The problem of
unemployment, especially among young people, will thus certainly find
unexpected solutions.
Basarab Nicolescu, researcher in theoretical physics, president of the
International Center for Interdisciplinary Research, France

“

On the other hand, IT industry itself gets an important profit from the
investments in education. The educational projects developed within
the industry are thought out in order to sustain both human capital and
companies’ research programs for a long time.

SIVECO Romania CSR ANNUAL REPORT
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SECTION TWO

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
FROM VALUES TO GOOD
BUSINESS PRACTICES

Mission

The mission of SIVECO Romania is staying the main supplier and integrator
of ERP, eBusiness, eLearning, eGovernment, eHealth, eAgriculture and
eCustoms solutions in Romania and becoming one of the regional leaders
in the field of software development.
In its actions, decisions and politics, SIVECO Romania undertakes its legal
responsibilities as a company, as well as a set of values, ethical principles
and ethical management standards.

Co-interested groups

Through its internal procedures and politics, through the decisions made
and actions taken, SIVECO Romania undertakes specific legal and moral
responsibilities in regards to all groups it interacts with on an economical
and social level, in regards to all the groups that can influence it or be
influenced by it directly or indirectly, through its actions.
The main groups we report to, the co-interested strategic groups, are:
our clients and the users of our products, the groups who benefit from
our products and services, our business partners and suppliers, our
employees, shareholders and the community.

THE VALUES OF
SIVECO Romania

In business politics, in the development strategy, in its actions and projects,
SIVECO Romania relates to three central values: quality, innovation and
sustainability. The three values are landmarks in all our objectives,
activities and programs. The three values are also found in the benefits
that we generate to all the main co-interested groups we relate to, clients
and partners, employees, shareholders and community.

QUALITY,
INNOVATION,
SUSTAINABILITY

These three values are especially found in the responsibility of generating
legal and development profit on a long term; in the legal and moral,
contractual and informal obligations regarding the quality of the
services and products that we provide; in the obligation of protecting the
environment; in the social responsibility of investing in innovation and
education for the benefit of our clients, employees and society as a whole;
in the social responsibility of contributing to the technological progress of
the IT environment in Romania.
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THE ETHICAL PRINCIPLES OF
SIVECO Romania
Corporate governance

SIVECO Romania understands and assumes its legal and moral obligations
as a joint venture, namely of generating profit and development within the
law and in complete accordance with its shareholders’ interests.

Social responsibility and
management oriented towards
co-interested groups

Beyond its legal obligations, SIVECO Romania understands its ethical
obligations as an economic organization, as well as its social responsibilities
as leader of the Romanian software industry. We assume our responsibilities
towards all the groups depending on its development or which can be
influenced by its decisions: shareholders, clients and business partners,
employees and communities.

Corporate behavior

SIVECO Romania understands and assumes its legal and moral obligations
as an institution which carries out economic activities in a democratic
society, in the framework of the European open market. Respecting the
law and the fundamental principles of the state of democracy and market
economy, the fundamental human rights and the principles of free and fair
competition is an important determinant of our activities.
SIVECO Romania is aware and acts in order to face the great challenges
that the global market raises in the business environment: the access to
information and education, the inefficiency of the traditional educational
system, the educational gaps and the integration in the informational
society, the fight against corruption, global warming and the environmental
responsibilities.

Sustainable development

SIVECO Romania defines objectives and development strategies on a long
term, taking into consideration both the interests of its shareholders and
the expectations of its clients and the communities it interacts with.
The investment in education and research as well as the concern for quality
and environment are part of the development strategies of SIVECO Romania.
By investing in education, we create a knowledge and innovation capital
for the benefit of our clients, the users of our products, our employees,
students, teachers and education institutions that we collaborate with.
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REGULATIONS,
STANDARDS,
PROCEDURES

SIVECO Romania has taken measures in order to know and correctly apply
the current law and regulations. Thus, besides the specialized employed
personnel, within the company there is a computerized system which
contains the current Romanian law. The database is updated on daily basis,
and the access to it is allowed to all employees who need legal information
in order to carry out their activity. Also, the company employs the legal
counseling of renowned firms whenever the situation requires it.

International standards of good
business practices

SIVECO Romania adhered to a series of global good business practice
alliances, whose standards and ethical principles is undertakes: United
Nations Global Compact, under aegis of The United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), and Partnership Against Corruption Initiative (PACI),
under aegis of World Economic Forum.

Management standards

ISO 9001, a standard of the quality management system, periodically
implemented and re-certified.
(See Chapter Clients: quality, innovation, responsibility)
ISO 14001, a standard of the environmental management system, in process
of implementation.
(See section Sustainability: environmental responsibility)
ISO 27001, information security standard, in process of implementation.

Proceduri
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SIVECO Romania has defined internal procedures dedicated to management
and employees, regarding quality standards, work safety norms, integrity
and environmental responsibility.
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FROM VALUES TO
GOOD PRACTICES
VALUES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
OF SIVECO Romania

Values

• Quality
• Innovation
• Sustainability

Ethical principles

• Corporate governance
• Social responsibility and management oriented towards co-interested
groups
• Corporate behavior
• Sustainable development

Regulations, Standards,
Procedures

The main laws that govern the activity of the company:

• The amended and supplemented law of companies no 31/1990
• Labor Code and adjacent regulations
• Competition Law no. 21/1996.
International standards of good business practices:

• Partnering Against Corruption Initiative (PACI)
• United Nations Global Compact.
Ethical management standards:

• ISO 9001:2000, quality management standard, periodically
implemented and re-certified

• ISO 14001, environmental management standard, in process of
implementation

• ISO 27001, information security standard, in process of implementation.
Procedures:
Internal procedures dedicated to management and employees, regarding
quality standards, work safety norms, integrity and environmental
responsibility.
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Co-interested groups

• Shareholders
• Clients and products users
• Business partners and suppliers
• Employees
• Community.

Responsibilities

• Defining long term development strategies, in agreement with the
shareholders’ interests
• Fulfilling the explicitly defined clients’ requirements and meeting their
needs, by respecting the provisions of the current law
• Being open to suppliers and collaborators promoting long term
partnership relations
• Continuous education and developing the employees’ professional
competencies
• Training the employees in the awareness and responsibility of quality
and environmental management
• Long term development in accordance with the communities’
expectations and interests
• Promoting ethical business principles and respect for the environment
• Involvement in education, culture and the life of the community.

Objectives

• Achieving the annual economic - financial targets, both for the whole
company and for each department
• Keeping the ISO 9001 certification and implementing ISO 14001 and ISO
27001
• Increasing our clients’ satisfaction by delivering high quality products
and services and meeting all the contractual deadlines
• Keeping the ISO 9001 certification
• Promoting the quality and environmental standards in relation with our
partners, so that they know and respect the requirements regarding
product quality and environmental protection
• Building a competitive and innovative work environment by attracting
and forming the best professionals in the field
• Offering a motivating work environment by: Proper training, ensuring
conditions for professional and career development, acknowledging
everyone’s contributions to the success of the company
• Creating strategic partnerships in the college environment and civil
society, in order to promote common values and good business
practices
• Investing in research and educational programs in order to reform the
teaching methods and to encourage innovation and performance
• Implementing ISO 14001, monitoring and minimizing the impact on the
environment.
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THE AGES OF
SIVECO Romania

EXCELLENCE IN
GOOD PRACTICES and
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Landmarks
2001

ADLIC 2001 „Best Practice”, Brussels, the international eGovernment
conference.

2004

„Best investor in people”, CODECS.

2005

SEI/AeL Program is awarded the „Honourable mention at the eEurope
Awards for eGovernment”.

2006

The most transparent behavior of a company in the field of competition,
• CEFTAC The honor was awarded on the occasion of the second edition
of CEFTAC Platform Gala, organized by EUROLINK - House of Europe,
non-governmental organization which backs by information programs
and public education the integration of Romania in the European Union.
CEFTAC Platform awards honors annually to Romanian companies of
different activity sectors, as an acknowledgement of their effort for
creating a solid local business environment, transparent and competitive
• Adherence to PACI (Partnership Against Corruption).

2007

• Informatization of Educational system in Romania is considered to be one
of the greatest achievements in the world in management of projects by
the International Association of Project Management (IPMA) - Krakow,
2007
• Nominalization of SIVECO Romania for outstanding performance in 2006
by Enterprise Investors as “The Most Effective Company” at the Gala
Ventura - Warsaw, 2007
• Award of Excellence for the largest investment in research and
development, RoCS, 2007.

2008

• The best partner of The Bucharest General Police Department - the third
edition in a row establishing this statute
• Participation at the Task Force PACI, in Sankt Petersburg.
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PARTNERSHIPS
FOR GOOD
PRACTICES AND
CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

Civil projects

The sustainable development strategy of SIVECO Romania grants an
important part to partnerships with civil society. These partnerships regard
corporate behavior programs and research projects.
We initiate, participate in and support different types of dialogue with
social partners and with the business environment, with organizations or
institutions concerned with social progress, education and technological
innovation.

• Partner of the civic conferences project “On the proper use of
democracy”, initiated by ARDOR

• Partner of project “Young people’s Parliament”, initiated by Pro
Democratia Association.

Professional partnerships

• Member of the European Information Technology Association, EITA
• Partner of the Association of Informatics Specialists in the Public
Administration of Romania (ANIAP)
• Member of the Romanian Association for Electronic Industry and
Software (ARIES)
• Member of the Romania—American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham)
• Member of the French-Romanian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
• Member of the Romanian Project Management Association
• Member of WorldDidac.
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PARTNERSHIP AGAINST
CORRUPTION INITIATIVE

SIVECO Romania adhered at the Partnership Against Corruption Initiative
in 2006.
Partnering Against Corruption Initiative (PACI) is based on a set of
principles of corporate behavior defined by the Global Economic Forum
in collaboration with Transparency International and Basel Institute of
Governance. Companies which adhere to this pact undertake a ‘zero
tolerance’ politic towards corruption and elaborate an internal system for
the implementation of this politic and for integrity control.
139 companies from all over the world and from all major fields of
activity joined the Partnership Against Corruption Initiative by the mid
of September, 2008. Thanks to the interest shown to this project by the
Romanian-American Chamber of Commerce, 20 Romanian companies
adhered to this initiative.
One of the PACI projects is offering an international platform in order to
create good practice guides in multinational companies and in order to
develop a system assuring the implementation of PACI principles in the
adhering companies’ politics and actions.

The principles of the Partnership Against Corruption
Companies must forbid any type of corruption.
All practices that may be considered corruption acts are forbidden. By
corruption we understand offering or promising as well as requiring or
accepting unbeseeming benefits, directly or indirectly, by or from official
persons, parties, politicians, political candidates or employees of the
private business sector, with the purpose of incorrectly obtaining, keeping
or assuring certain business advantages.
Companies must implement and, subsequently, apply a practical program
for fighting corruption. In order to be efficient, a corruption fighting
program must be activated at different levels in a company, the problem
of corruption having to be approached in the ethical code, in internal
policies and procedures, in administrative processes, in training courses
and seminars. The purpose of such a program is transforming the anticorruption politics into a daily functional practice.
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SECTION THREE

SUSTAINABILITY:
PERFORMANCE,
INNOVATION, ENVIRONMENT

SIVECO Romania directs its efforts towards durable development, both in
regards to the economic and financial performances and to the social and
environmental performances.
We believe that a long term development cannot be founded on anything else
but a strategy where the financial and market objectives are compatible with
the expectations of the main co-interested groups, clients and partners,
shareholders, employees and community, as well as with the legal and
moral obligations of environmental protection. Also, such a strategy must
highlight the specific elements of our industry, an industry of innovation
and technological progress, but also the local resources, such as human
capital.
This is why the company’s sustainable development strategy is defined
around three central objectives, simultaneously aimed at:
(1) generating profit on a long term, together with the creation of
opportunities for the technological progress and for the absorption of this
progress by the communities;
(2) investing in research and education, investments which reflect both in
product development, as the social benefits of those products, and in the
education of employees and future IT specialists;
(3) environmental responsibility, obligation taken into consideration
throughout the whole production chain, from the acquisition policy to
the product development strategies and current activities specific to the
company’s processes.

Components of the sustainable development strategy of
SIVECO Romania
• Contributions at the development of the informational society in
Romania by investments in research and development activities
• Computerizing the medium and large economic organizations
• Computerizing the educational and health insurance systems in
Romania
• Creating the counterpart of the internationally successful projects and
exporting Romanian technology
• Numeric increase and professional improvement of the team, as well as
the development of international expertise
• Increasing the quality of products and services
• Developing the national and international partner network
• Environmental responsibility.
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SUSTAINABILITY:
ECONOMICAL AND
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE,
LONG TERM DEVELOPMENT
Turn-over

Since 1999, SIVECO Romania’s turn-over registered substantial increases
in relative terms and in absolute value. The yearly rhythm of increase was
of 50%, averagely.
• 2001
• 2002
• 2003
• 2004
• 2005
• 2006
• 2007
• 2008

Market share
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USD 6,5 million
USD 8.6 million
USD 21.5 million
USD 26 million
USD 37 million
USD 42 million
USD 70 million
USD 90 million

SIVECO Romania asserted itself in the elite of software houses, competing
with global leaders who operate in Romania. Its presence in top professional
rankings became constant in the last years.
According to the IDC study carried out in 2008, SIVECO Romania had, in
2007, a market share of 21% of the local market of Enterprise Application
Suite (EAS), being the leader of the Romanian houses supplying business
solutions.
The company held, in 2007, a market share of 7,8% of the local IT services
market. From a work productivity point of view, the average income is
approximately EUR 100,000 per employee per year, comparable to the
income in the European Union.
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Components of the sustainable development strategy of
SIVECO Romania

The consistency of a sustainable development strategy is given by the
development of long term economic partnerships. The sustainability of
partnerships is a characteristic of the whole SIVECO Romania’s production
chain.
Hundreds of commercial relations with suppliers, private clients, public
administration institutions and multinational companies have been
developed for research and product development. This partnership policy
generates sustainable development in the extent that it determines the
emergence of IT jobs, encourages innovation and technological progress
in a field considered strategic for developing countries and, in particular,
for Romania, encourages the emergence of jobs in the country and the
development of clean technologies.
Currently, SIVECO Romania has clients in numerous countries on all
continents.

Economic performance acknowledgements
2002

SIVECO Romania ranks first in the National Top Tanking of Companies of
the Romanian Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

2005

• Number 1 in the top ranking of application developers according to

the clients’ specific and requirements and in category Counseling and
Customizations, IDC

• Number 1 on the market of Support and Installation Services, IDC
• “The internationalizing of a Romanian business” trophy, offered by
Saptamana Financiara magazine, at the Mr. RON awards

• The Prize for Excellence offered by COMUNIC@TII mobile magazine
• The readers of Bucharest Business Week magazine believe
SIVECO Romania to be “the company with the most rapid growth”

• Number 1 in the top ranking of companies drawn out by the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of Bucharest and the District 6 City Hall.

2006

• ANEIR trophy (The National Association of the Romanian Exporters

and Importers) for the largest producer-exporter of IT programs, large
enterprises category

• The prize of Excellence for the greatest investments in research and
development, RoCS

• SIVECO Romania and SIVECO Applications in the catalogue of

“Successful Romanian brands”, drawn up by Saptamana Financiara
magazine

• “Excellence in Business for investments in the South-Eastern Europe in
2005”, awarded by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania
(CCIR)

• The “Investor of Year 2005 in Romania” trophy, awarded by CCIR
• The “local Innovative Iinvestments” Award for Excellence, OECD, Wien.
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2007

• Diploma of honor for the excellence level attained in business and for the

prestigious statute of partner of the strongest companies in Bucharest,
Romania and abroad, CCIR

• Diploma for remarkable presence in the XVI-th edition of the CERF
exposition and conference

• Irina Socol „Business Woman of the Year”, Annual Investment Awards
Gala, Business Review

• Diploma for 15 years of success offered by Aerostar SA
• Mr RON Diploma of Excellence for outstanding results achieved in 2006 by
SIVECO Romania, awarded by Saptamana Financiara magazine.

2008

• First Prize in category “Research, Development and High Tech” in the
CCIR Top of Business Excellence, XV-th edition, 2008

• The IT Excellence European award, Independent Software Vendor (ISV)
category - Vertical market, for the involvement in SEI, 2008

• SIVECO Romania is awarded the Diploma for the implementation of

a successful project - APIA, at GALA RoCS 2008, event organized by
International Data Group.

“

The SIVECO Romania brand practically came to life the same time the company
did, in 1992. Ever since, its building process meant a continuous communicational
challenge, as a logical and balanced relation of the company’s products was
needed, as well as one of the different business directions with the company’s
internal and external public.
In SIVECO Romania’s branding process there was a constant involvement from
all the organizational levels, starting, naturally, from the top management,
whose part was to trigger and validate this process, subsequently going through
numerous product and project teams.
Throughout these 17 years, out brand communication was focused on the
values the organization is identified with, its people, the successful projects
carried out, its involvement in the life of Romanian society. Thus, the
SIVECO Romania brand talks about the same values our whole activity is
grounded on: consideration for clients, quality and employees.
Among the investments made in the SIVECO Romania brand up to now, I think
the most important are the involvement of each employee of the company in
the process of brand building and consolidation and the collaboration with
competent partners and with our own clients.
Today, the SIVECO Romania brand has a life of its own, I would even dare say that
it is the sum of our lives, we, the ones working within and with this company,
and, in the same time, a collective reflection of us. It is a successful Romanian
brand that talks transparently and responsibly about what we are about, as an
organization and as citizens, for the Romanian business environment.

“

Anca Crahmaliuc, Marketing & Communication Manager
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SUSTAINABILITY:

THE PRODUCTS’
SOCIAL
BENEFITS

eLearning
The IT Based Educational
System - SEI, the most awarded
Romanian project

SEI is a complex program initiated by the Ministry of Education and
Research, whose main objective is the sustenance of the teaching-learning
process in the undergraduate education with new technologies, program
implemented by a public-private partnership.
• Over 7 million beneficiaries
• 130 000 trained teachers
• 15 000 computerized laboratories
• 192 000 computers
• 3 700 AeL multimedia lessons
• 1 074 000 candidates distributed at the Baccalaureate exam (2003-2008)
• 130 000 users registered on the edu.ro portal, 2 500 000 visitors, over
6 000 articles and 1 000 000 messages posted on the forum.

“

The developed abilities and the capacity to turn knowledge and information
into innovative products and services will define the success of the knowledgebased economy within a society which has reconsidered its strategic priorities.
Knowledge and information have become the most important ingredients
for productivity and competitiveness and lead to the increase of welfare are
prosperity. I would like to highlight the major importance of the education
modernizing process, since contemporary society permanently needs
specialized workforce, capable of using new computer systems as instruments
in the increase of productivity and creativity.
Jan Figel, European Commissary for Education, Culture and Youth
After 17 years, SIVECO Romania has a clearly outlined profile for every teacher
in Romania. In the last years, a true revolution took place in education - The
IT Based Educational System - and inevitably, every teacher associates the
mechanisms of change with SIVECO Romania. Any creative teacher who
is always wondering “What should I do in order to facilitate my students’
learning, knowledge, improvement?” felt attracted to electronic lessons, used
them in class, was tempted to create his/her own lessons, tried to involve the
students in the elaboration of educational software, creating a collaborative
environment to develop their software creativity in, elaborating a product
for subsequent use by students and teachers all over the country. Briefly,
SIVECO Romania became a member of the educational software creators’
community, called SIVECO Cup. SIVECO Romania represents a model of
involvement in education, of performance and professionalism.
Emanuela Cerchez, teacher at “Grigore Moisil” Informatics High School, Iasi
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eHealth
SIUI - The Unique Integrated
Information System of Health and
Social Security

By implementing the Unique Integrated Information System of Health and
Social Security (SIUI), The National Health Insurance Fund aims at the
substantial improvement of the social health insurances system in Romania
and of the quality of medical and pharmaceutical services.
The suppliers of medical and pharmaceutical services cam connect to the
software application in order to make the necessary reports:
• 11 316 family doctors
• 4 000 pharmacies
• 464 hospitals
• 2 689 specialty ambulatories
• 48 ambulance stations.
The Unique Integrated Information System of Health and Social Security
in Romania collects and manages the economic and medical information
necessary for the efficient functioning of the Health Insurance System,
the records of the insured people and the medical services providers by
creating and administering the National Register of the Insured Citizens
and the National Register of Medical Services Suppliers, as well as the
improvement of the process of data reporting by the medical services
providers.
The complexity of the project derives not only from its characteristic wide
coverage area, but also from the integration between SIUI - the support
system for computerizing medical services within the National Health
Insurance Fund and the ERP system also created by SIVECO Romania. Apart
from the improved management of the specific activities of each Health
Insurance Fund, the uniform implementation of the ERP system nationally
leads to major benefits, such as facilitated communication, the relegation
of information in real time and its global capitalization, in the conditions of
an increased control in each organization.

eAgriculture APIA - The Payment
and Intervention Agency for
Agriculture

SIVECO Romania is involved in the development and implementation of IT
solutions destined to the agriculture sector. One of the company’s important
references in this field is represented by the integrated administration and
control system (IACS) for agriculture, project implemented together with
ABG Ster Projekt from Poland within The Payment and Intervention Agency
for Agriculture (APIA).
The system ensures the compatibility between the national support
schemes for farmers and the European Union support schemes, as well
as:
• The calculation and authorization of payments on farm, including the
quality control and audit activities
• The actual execution of payments to the farmers
• The bookkeeping of payments - standard accountancy procedures based
on the income and expenses accounts.

eBanking
The Romanian Credit Bureau

SIVABON, the management system of the bank loan beneficiaries
implemented by The Romanian Credit Bureau, provides a national
management of the debtor or fraudulent clients, so that their following is
carried out in real time, by all the participants and their branch offices in the
country. As an immediate benefit, the system contributed to the substantial
decrease of financial loss due to bad-paying clients.
Should debtor clients or clients with other payment problems be found,
the user of this system can take the required actions - creating an
anticipation, specifying a certain payment means, refusing the service
etc. in a short period of time. In 2007, Credit Report no 10 000 000 (ten
million) was generated through the system developed and implemented by
SIVECO Romania.
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The environmental awareness of
SIVECO Romania

Ethical principles on the basis of the environment policy of
SIVECO Romania

Sustainability

“
“

SIVECO Romania aims at continuously improving its performances by controlling
specific activities, providing high quality services within global partnership
relations and without damaging limited natural resources or the environment.
Irina Socol, President& CEO SIVECO Romania

We believe that long term development is only possible in a non-aggressive
way towards the environment and by balancing our clients’ quality
requirements and the expectations of the proximity communities.
SIVECO Romania respects the health and safety of the environment,
including environmental standards in all the processes specific to the
company’s activities.
In everything we do, we respect the law and the environmental standards.
We assume responsibilities in regards to the environment and for the
well being of future generations, aiming at preserving natural resources,
eliminating the environment risks and minimizing the impact of the
company’s activities on the environment.

Global corporate behaviour
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By their nature, environment issues have a global impact. The exploitation
of natural resources and the use of raw material, using energy, recycling,
collecting and processing scrap, controlling pollutant emissions are
local actions, specific to different activity fields, but having global effects.
As a leader on the software market, SIVECO Romania assumes its
responsibilities towards the environment, by promoting good practices in
regards to environmental issues and by cultivating these values through its
partnership policies, by the involvement in programs developed by business
and non-governmental organizations.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
ASPECTS SPECIFIC
TO THE ACTIVITIES OF
SIVECO ROMANIA

Environmental issues for SIVECO Romania activities

Development, Implementation,
Sales, Marketing

• The use of electricity: Hardware and air conditioning equipments
• The production of solid waste: consumables (toner cartridges

Administrative (cleaning
maintenance)

• The use of electricity
• The use of water
• The production of plastic waste
• The production of glass waste
• The production of domestic waste
• The production of textile waste
• Solvents: contained in detergents
• The use of natural resources: paper
• Fire hazard.

Supplies

• The production of solid waste: packages for the products and services

for printers) and hardware equipments, AC appliances, storage
environments, fixed and mobile phones at the end of their life span
• The production of liquid waste : oil drainage from the vehicles in the
rolling stock
• The discharge of gases: exhaust pipe gases discharged by the vehicles in
the rolling stock
• The use of natural resources: paper
• Fire hazard.

used

• The production of liquid waste : oil drainage from the vehicles in the
rolling stock

• The discharge of gases: Exhaust pipe gases discharged by the vehicles
in the rolling stock.

General criteria of assessing
environmental aspects

Gravity, consequences, frequency (probability), legal regulations and
other environmental requirements, public opinion and the proximity
communities.
In regards to environmental awareness and the standards on which the
company’s environmental policy is grounded on, SIVECO Romania aims at
fulfilling the following specific environment objectives:
• Continuous assessment and control of the environmental aspects in
order to prevent pollution
• The optimization of specific use of materials and utilities and the
minimization of losses, in the same time applying waste recycling
solutions.
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Specific objectives and the targets of SIVECO Romania’s environmental
policy.

Significant environmental aspects

• Fire hazard; the production of paper waste • the use of electricity • the
production of solid waste • the use of water.

Specific objectives

• Fire prevention • taking care of employee training and awareness
regarding fire hazards • periodical testing of the emergency intervention
plan • optimizing paper use • monitoring paper use • optimizing electricity
use • monitoring electricity use • preventing soil pollution by properly
eliminating solid waste • monitoring the waste production process
• optimizing water use • monitoring water use.

Results

• 0 environmental accidents due to fires • reducing the annual paper use
with 3% • Reducing the annual electricity use with 3% • 100% percentage of
waste collected by the specialized company out of the total waste quantity
• reducing the annual water use with 1%.

Environmental performance in research and product
development
On the grounds of concerns regarding the conservation of a healthy
environment, SIVECO Romania’s specialists made a name as promoters
of the ‘Green Economy’ principles, proposing ecological IT solutions.
SIVECO Romania’s waste management, document management or
transportation management systems allow the balanced used of the
resources necessary to any organization, paper, fuel, energy etc.

Environment benefits obtained by using SIVECO Applications
Direct benefits

• Reducing the beneficiary paper use, especially in applications meant for
public administration

• Reducing paper use with 30% as a consequence of the circulation of

documents in an electronic format between departments or to/from
external partners.

Indirect benefits

• Reducing the use of resources, especially energy, by increasing work

efficiency, the quality of work, eliminating calculus errors and, thus,
by using human capital, time and other resources necessary in the
activities of organizations, more efficiently
• Reducing the time spent for registering and issuing accountancy
documents with 25%, thus increasing work efficiency with 25%
• Reducing the number of oversized stock issues, inching or not moving,
with 60%
• Reducing the time used for processing penalties with 75%
• Increasing the claim cashing degree with over 20%
• Reducing the time needed for the processing of employee information
with 30%
• Reducing the work volume of wage calculations with 70%, in the same
time eliminating the calculation errors.

B. Environmental care through purchase policies
SIVECO Romania covers its equipment demand investing in low energy use
appliances: computers, servers, monitors, peripherals, light units, electric
appliances. The cable network and the acclimation systems installed in the
new office building of the company allow efficient electricity use.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CARE
THROUGH PARTNERSHIP
POLICIES
In order to ensure the quality of its products and to promote environmental
good practices and the principles of Green IT, SIVECO Romania maintains
partnerships and common projects with organizations and companies
acknowledged for their awareness and care in regards to this matter.

A. Our partners are environmentally responsible
Bull

Next to research, education and health, environmental protection represents
a priority in Bull’s corporate behavior strategy. The investment in innovative
technologies, able to generate sustainable development, is definitive for
the company.

Hewlett-Packard

As a global producer of electronic equipments, HP has a rigorous
environmental policy, based on the observation that the major impact
generated by the company on the environment is produced indirectly, by its
customers’ use of HP equipments.

IBM

IBM is one of the pioneers of green IT, having an environmental policy
ever since 1967. The company has a well defined environmental strategy,
oriented towards the main co-interested groups which are implied in
the production chain: clients, suppliers, distributors, employees and
communities. Therefore, the environmental policy covers the whole
production chain, from research and design to production, distribution and
post-buying assistance.
Intel Corporation’s environmental protection policy is oriented towards 3
important directions: preserving natural resources, reducing the impact
on the environment as well as drawing up processes and developing nondestructive products.
The company designed an environmental issue integrated management,
initiating programs involving suppliers, clients and different IT
associations.
Microsoft’s environmental programs are oriented towards: preserving
natural resources by using recycled materials, initiating recycling
programs for own products and using electricity more efficiently, reducing
or eliminating production process waste, developing sustainable products,
safe for users and unaggressive to the environment.

Intel

Microsoft

Oracle

Thanks to its environmental strategy, based on partnerships with
governmental agencies and non-governmental organizations, Oracle
became a leader of software industry in the responsible use of energy and
environmental protection.

Environment partnerships with non-governmental organization
Getting involved in projects or partnerships with non-governmental
organizations which have environmental objectives is also a method
of providing consistency to the company’s environmental policy and of
supporting its sustainable development.
In 2006, SIVECO Romania supported the program Salvati Delta (Save the
Delta) of Association “Salvati Dunarea and Delta - Academia Catavencu”
(Save the Danube and the Delta - Academia Catavencu). The main strategic
objectives of the Salvati Delta program are:
Lobby for influencing public policies in favor of the environment
• Developing environmental favorable actions among companies
• Promoting a responsible attitude towards the environment to the
general public
• Carrying out actions for the protection of the Delta and the Danube
• Educating and informing about Romania’s environmental issues.
SIVECO Romania CSR ANNUAL REPORT
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SECTION FIVE

CLIENTS: QUALITY,
INNOVATION, RESPONSIBILITY

SIVECO Romania’s
QUALITY POLICY

The main values of the company, quality, innovation and sustainability,
are also the values our customer relations are based on. The permanent
concern of satisfying our customers’ needs, of making their work easier, of
helping them improve their organizations in order to become more and more
profitable and in order to obtain their own customers’ acknowledgement
represents for us a true profession.
In the understanding of today, a modern company is a company whose
processes are controlled. From this point of view, SIVECO Romania is
acknowledged as one of the software companies with the highest level of
products and services quality. The company received numerous awards and
acknowledgements for the quality of its products and for its quality policy.
The quality policy is based on four elements: responsibility towards clients,
preoccupation for the professional development of our employees, care for
the quality of products and services and the fulfillment of the company’s
financial objectives, necessary in order to fulfill all the other objectives.
The quality policy is implemented and maintained at all levels of the
organization by means of dialogue with the beneficiaries and the employees,
by distributing quality requirements within the company, by quality control,
and by periodic auditing, according to the implemented quality standards.
SIVECO Romania’s management reviews the quality policy and objectives at
least once a year and whenever necessary, in order to continuously ensure
their suitability and efficiency and in order to satisfy the requirements of
the chosen reference quality standard.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF
QUALITY MANAGEMENT

In order to successfully lead and organize a company, its administration
needs to be systematic and transparent. The ISO 9001:2000 standard,
implemented by SIVECO Romania, is based on eight quality management
principles, used by the company’s management in order to monitor, assess
and improve its performances.

Client orientation

SIVECO Romania engages in identifying the current and future needs
of its clients and to meet their explicitly defined and negotiated
requirements.

Leadership

Managers set the organization’s objectives and mission.
SIVECO Romania’s management has in sight the creation and
maintenance of an appropriate internal environment where people can
develop professionally and dedicate themselves to the fulfillment of the
company’s objectives.

Personnel involvement

The company’s top management is aware that its employees from all
levels represent, by their involvement and abilities, the central element
of the organization’s proper functioning and performance.

The ‘process’ approach

SIVECO Romania understands that the best way to improve an
organization is to administer its activities and resources as processes,
Upon the implementation of the new ISO 9001:2000 standard, the
company consolidated the quality management system through a
‘process’ approach.

The ‘management system’
approach

Once the processes are identified, their system-interconnected
understanding and management contributes to the increase of the
company’s efficiency in fulfilling its objectives.

Continuous improvement

One of SIVECO Romania’s major objectives is the permanent improvement
of the company’s performances.

A realistic approach to decision
making

The decision making process is based on data and information
analysis.

Mutually profitable relations with
our suppliers

SIVECO Romania engages in creating and maintaining fair partnerships
with its suppliers, relations which provide benefits for both parties.
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The ISO 9001:2000 quality management system
Standard ISO 9001:2000 infers an approach from the point of view of
the processes carried out in an organization. SIVECO Romania benefits
from a mature quality management system. According to norms ISO
9001:2000, the processes carried out within the company are grouped in
three large categories
Processes of the value added chain, situated on the market interface
(marketing and sales) and final client (engineering processes).
Management processes which define the main activities regarding
management throughout the life span of the process: resource
management, project management, contract/ offer management
and quality management.
Support processes which support the execution of processes on the
value added chain.

ISO 9001:2000 quality system certifications
1995

The quality system implementation process is initiated, according to
standard ISO 9001:1994.

1999

• AFAQ ASCERT International certification, according to the provisions of
standard ISO 9001:1994

• OMCAS - The Military Certification Organism of the Ministry of National
Defense certification, according to ISO 9001:1995.

2002

AFAQ ASCERT International re-certification, according to the provisions of
standard ISO 9001:2000.

2002-2003

OMCAS re-certification, according to ISO 9001:2001 and NG-OmCAS-02.01.

2004

CNCAN—the National Committee for the Control of Nuclear Activities
authorization, obtained upon law 111/1996.

2005

Re-certification according to ISO 9001:2000 by AFAQ-AFNOR
International, one of the first five companies in the world in the audit field.

2006

CNCAN re-certification.

2008

AFAQ_AFNOR International re-certification, according to standard ISO
9001:2001.

The benefits brought by the implementation of the quality
system within SIVECO Romania
• The implementation of a more efficient organizational structure which
involves separate design and testing teams.

• A better project control, the increase of productivity, the elimination of
technical hazards.

• The work standardization, which means defining procedures in order

to format and comment the code (C++, SQL, JAVA etc), leads to a better
maintainability, reliability.

• The existence of precise analysis/design methodologies, specification
engineering and testing.

• Experimented project managers, trained for this activity, ensuring a
proper project management.
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The clients of SIVECO Romania
Currently, SIVECO Romania’s products are used in over 35 countries in the
world. Due to its geographical positioning and multi-linguistic facilities,
SIVECO Romania is able to provide IT solutions for all European countries,
the Commonwealth of Independent States, Northern Africa and Gulf.
Starting from 2002, the company ranked in the top position of software
producers in the official rankings of Romania’s Chamber of Commerce and
Industry.

Landmarks
1992

SIVECO Romana was established.

1994

The company begins the development of its own integrated IT pack,
SIVECO Applications, considered today one of the most valuable solutions
in Romania.

1995

SIVECO Romania is acknowledged as one of the software companies with
the highest quality level of products.

1997

SIVECO Romania was transformed from a Limited Liability Company into a
Joint Stock Company. The company decided to get involved in large projects
with important financial level.

1998

Together with Bull, the consortium participation in the first sizeable project,
the computerization of The Administration of Sea Ports Constanta, the best
developed project in that respective Romanian industry at that time.

1999

• The significant experience in similar projects for the National Bank and
for mobile phone operators is decisive for winning the Credit Bureau IT
infrastructure project

• Implementing the integrated IT system within Petrom S.A.
2000

• The computer assisted learning platform AeL is launched
• Completing an efficient software maintenance system for URSUS

Breweries, perfectly compatible with the Japanese model used by the
parent company.

2001

• Starting with this year, the company participates in nation-wide projects,

such as the IT Based Educational System and The Jiu Valley Autonomous
Water Company

• SIVABON and SIVADOC are launched, applications for verifying the client
worthiness and document and work flow management, respectively.
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2002

SIVECO Romania is involved in many sizeable projects. The software
application implemented at SC Termoficare 2000 SA Pitesti is developed.

2003

Adapting the SIVECO Applications solutions for Aerostar SA Bacau.
I remember the team which was formed for the implementation of Aerostar,
the success of the project and, especially, the moment when we celebrated, at
the beginning of the implementation, the first month spent working in the new
system. Aerostar was a challenge both professionally and, especially, from a
communication point of view. From the beginning until the end, this project
meant assuming major responsibilities.
Cristina Chirvasie, Manufacturing Solutions Sales Manager
SIVECO Romania
Aerostar was my first project. It was a difficult project, because there were
many requirements and one had to practically learn what Aerostar did,
to understand what a plane is made of. One has to understand its client’s
business, not only know it, because one has to find the best solution for the
client. Through projects such as Aerostar, SIVECO Applications now covers
production areas, utilities, constructions, public administration. We know how
to bake biscuits, build furniture, weigh chicks, perform auto service, ceramics,
planes, telephone centrals, antennas, turbines, musical instruments…
Lăcrămioara Bârseti, Consultancy Manager SIVECO Romania

2004

• Partnerships in Austria, Switzerland, Germany and France. New markets

in South-Eastern Asia. Consolidating old relations and acquiring new
partners in Moldova, Hungary, Bulgaria, Switzerland, Turkey, Great
Britain and Central America. SIVECO Romania reaches over 300 sizeable
clients - national organizations

• The debut of the Unique Integrated Information System of Health and
Social Security, developed for the National Health Insurance Fund
(CNAS).

2005

• The portfolio of national clients is enriched with names such as Avicola
Calarasi, Com Auto Meridian, Urban, Carpatair Timisoara, FEA S.A.
Bucuresti. Over 400 large Romanian companies resort to SIVECO
Romania’s products and services

• AeL Enterprise is launched, eLearning application dedicated to companies,
the first eLearning platform fully developed in Romania.

2006

• New client companies of SIVECO Romania: Winmarkt, Rodmir Expert,
TmUCB, Medlife, Suceava University, Romenergo, Dinamo Bucuresti,
INTFOR Galati, Marex Braila, AKER Tulcea, The Romanian Naval
Authority, Total Electric Oltenia Râmnicu Vâlcea, ELPROF, The Insurance
Supervisory Commission, The Agriculture Payment and Intervention
Agency (APIA)

• SIVECO Romania participates in the implementation of the integrated IT
system for the National Health Insurance Fund of Bulgaria.
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2007

• Upon signing the cooperation protocol between the Ministry of Education
and Research and Intel Corporation, SIVECO Romania becomes the local
partner for the implementation of Intel®Teach in Romania

• New important projects on external markets: the implementation of

the eLearning platform at the American Creativity Academy, a Kuwait
school network; computerized distribution project in high schools from
Lebanon; the triggering of a national pilot eLearning project in Moldova;
the development and implementation of an educational portal for the
Ministry of Education in the United Arab Emirates

AeL means a lot and continues to mean a lot. Like any member of the family,
AeL grows, we have progressed since 2005. Now, the international expansion
of the product has begun. Once we have created this product, which is the best
in the world, we began offering it in other countries as well, and this confirmed
its value.
Florin Ilia, VicePresident Commercial Division SIVECO Romania
2008

• SIVECO Romania successfully completes the international eHealth NHIF
projects, the eLearning project in Bulgaria

• The computerization of the Baccalaureate Examination - ADLIC in The
Republic of Moldova, the pilot project of Educational System Management
in Azerbaijan, The Ministry of Education, in Morocco: pilot for the support
of computerized education by means of educational software.

Performance acknowledgement
2005

World Summit Award, eLearning section
My team, which I will not refer to as of great future but of great present, managed
to support an enormous project, the development of educational content for
the Romanian school, and this content was considered the best in the world
and awarded at the World Summit Award. A very informal competition, hosting
over 20,000 projects from 168 countries. This team managed to create ‘a new
something’, a new entity called ‘multimedia interactive educational content’,
which produces knowledge and is considered the best in the world.
Radu Jugureanu, AeL eContent Department Manager SIVECO Romania

2006

• ANEIR trophy (The National Association of the Romanian Exporters

and Importers) for the largest producer-exporter of IT programs, large
enterprises category
• The “Public service of the year” award, offered for the implementation of
SEI, at the Comunic@tii mobile Gala

• SIVECO Romania and SIVECO Applications in the catalogue of “Successful
Romanian brands”, drawn up by Saptamana Financiara magazine

• The award for quality and technology, platinum category, Frankfurt 2006
• “The Award for Excellence” SIVECO Applications, the Gala of PC World
Awards, 2006

• The PC World Romania Award „100 Best Products of 2006” for
SIVECO Applications 2010, PC World Gala

• SEI (The IT Based Educational System) implemented in Romania is
considered one of the most important fulfillments globally, in the field
of project management, by the International Project Management
Association (IPMA)

• AeL educational Content is nominated at the ICT Prizes contest organized
annually by the European Council for Applied Sciences, Technology and
Engineering (Euro-CASE).
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2007

• SEI (The IT Based Educational System) implemented in Romania is
considered one of the most important fulfillments globally, in the field of
project management, by the International Project

• Management Association (IPMA) - Krakow, 2007
• The nominalization of SIVECO Romania for outstanding performances in

2006 by Enterprise Investors as ‘The most Effective Company’, in Gala
Ventura - Warsaw, 2007

• ANEIR jubilee trophy (The National Association of the Romanian

Exporters and Importers) of Honor for The largest producer - exporter of
IT programs, Large enterprises category, 2007

• SIVECO Romania is awarded the Diploma for Excellence upon celebrating

15 years from establishment, for the contribution in the digital content
development based on new technologies, supporting the educational
process, University of Bucharest, Faculty of Letters, 2007

• Diploma of honor for the excellence level attained in business and for the
prestigious statute of partner of the strongest companies in Bucharest,
Romania and abroad, CCIR, 2007

• Diploma for 15 years of success awarded to SIVECO Romania by Aerostar
SA, 2007.

2008

• First Prize in category “Research, Development and High Tech” in the
CCIR Top of Business Excellence, XV-th edition, 2008

• The IT Excellence European award, Independent Software Vendor (ISV)
category - Vertical market, for the involvement in SEI, 2008

• SIVECO Romania is awarded the Diploma for the implementation of

a successful project - APIA, at GALA RoCS 2008, event organized by
International Data Group.

BUSINESS PARTNERS:
COMPETENCE,
QUALITY, LONG TERM
PARTNERSHIPS
Strategic partnerships of
SIVECO Romania

In SIVECO Romania’s sustainable developments strategy, long term
partnerships are an essential component.
The active presence in Romanian and international professional
organizations, traditional business partnerships with some of the largest
software and hardware global companies as well as the extended
distribution network recommends our company as a trustworthy partner
for the development of successful businesses both nationally and abroad.

• Intel Software Partner
• Oracle Certified Partner
• Microsoft Certified Partner
• IBM Business Partner
• HP Sales and service Partner.
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“

The collaboration with SIVECO Romania is a highly valuable one, as it helps us
meet strategic objectives in Romania. SIVECO Romania is an Intel Software
Partner and a local collaborator for our Intel®Teach project, recently launched
in Romania as well.
In 2005, through Intel Capital, our investment specialized division, we decided
to make a significant investment, which allowed SIVECO Romania to access
the newest Intel technologies, know-how and training. We strongly believe that
this partnership leads to an increased performance for SIVECO Romania both
on the Romanian and the European market.
Tomasz Klekowski, Intel Territory Manager Central & Eastern Europe
The success of Hewlett-Packard in Romania and our top position are the result
of a strategic collaboration with national partners and integrators.
Together with SIVECO Romania, we undertook to support the programs of
consolidating the Romanian informational society, in tight collaboration with
public and private institutions, by mainly stimulating two essential fields of
national interest:
The success of our partnership in projects such as “The IT Based Educational
System” of The Ministry of Education, the financial-bookkeeping integrated
system for CFR Calatori, CFR Marfa and CFR SA or “The Unique Integrated
Information System” of The National Health Insurance Authority is
represented by the common solid offer we propose: a strong presence in
Romania, over six years of tight collaboration, a rich portfolio of complex
solutions oriented towards the beneficiary, financing solutions and a prestigious
portfolio of infrastructure equipments and afferent services.
In all our common projects, SIVECO Romania manifested professionalism
and competence by doing their best in order to meet the quality and efficiency
standards requested by beneficiaries. Currently, products and solutions
of SIVECO Romania developed in Romania are part of the HP offer on other
markets, our companies having collaboration agreements in this regard.
Radu Enache, Hewlett-Packard Romania General Director

In its 17 years of existence, SIVECO Romania stood out by being serious,
competent and tenacious. They proved that a Romanian company can develop
software, can offer quality counseling, analysis and technical support, thus
becoming one of the important partners of IBM Romania.
Mihai Tudor, IBM Romania General Director
I fondly remember the beginning of our partnership with SIVECO Romania: The
computerization of the Administration of Sea Ports Constanta, which was, at
that time, in 1998, the largest integrated system project carried out in Romania.
Our collaboration developed throughout the years and now, when we celebrate
15 years of SIVECO Romania, we carry out many sizeable projects, both in
Romania and abroad: the computerization of the Romanian social assistance
system, the production of an IT system for the management of the social
assistance rights of immigrant workers, the development and implementation
of the export control system and, also, the creation of the health insurance
system in Bulgaria.
Andrei Petrescu, Bull Romania General Director
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SECTION SIX

EMPLOYEES: EDUCATION,
INNOVATION, PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

We believe that the performances of an organization, its national and
international competitiveness are essentially provided by the quality of their
specialists. That is why SIVECO Romania’s investments in its employees are
of great importance. Through our human resources policy we aim at recruiting
the best specialists there are on the market, at ensuring motivating work
conditions and the possibility of continuous improvement by providing training
courses in Romania and abroad. SIVECO Romania is a young and ambitious
team, who demonstrated each year the measure of its excellence in the IT
field.
Irina Socol, President& CEO SIVECO Romania
On the date of its establishment, in 1992, the company had 2 employees. At
the end of 2008, their number reached 850.

The employees of
SIVECO Romania

The diversification of the projects and the emergence of new activities
lead to the accelerated increase of the number of employees and to the
establishment of five new branch offices in the country, at Galati, Timisoara,
Cluj-Napoca, Craiova and Constanta.
Year

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Nr. of employees

212

346

442

553

660

850

The structure of specializations

Out of the total number of employees, 45% deal with activities of research and
software product development, 35% provide counseling and maintenance,
10% in marketing and commercial, 5% in financial and administrative
departments and 5% in quality insurance and control.

The structure of specializations

35% Counseling

10%
Marketing
and
Commercial
5%
Administrative

45% R&D Software
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5%
Quality
insurance
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Nondiscrimination

Out of the total number of employees, 48 per cent are women and 52 per
cent, men. At medium and top management levels, 62 per cent are women
and 38 per cent, men.

The total number of employees

52% men

48% women

LET’S WIN
TOGETHER

The medium and top management levels

38% men

62% women

“

The performances of a company are based on the team’s abilities, motivation
and involvement. Thus, our human resources policy is integrated in the
company’s strategy. We focus on retaining our employees, by implementing
new motivation mechanisms, both financial and non-financial.
We offer our employees the occasion of getting involved in complex projects
abroad, providing personal and professional development opportunities.
Because a company’s development implies a strong organizational culture
and a flexible HR policy. We aim at becoming a regional leader in software
integration, and in order to achieve this we include our employees’ expectations
in the objectives of the organization.
At SIVECO Romania, people mean everything. We try to communicate as
efficiently as possible, to establish common objectives and, in the same time,
not to forget that every individual has his or her own needs and desires. It is
very important for people to get along, to build solutions, projects, strategies
together. Work meetings are starting points for numerous actions. We
encourage free communication, our employees acknowledging their superiors
and in the same time communicating tightly with them.
For me, SIVECO Romania means an extraordinary, professional and devoted
team, who works passionately and builds projects of a complexity rarely
encountered in IT. A talented team, who cultivates values such as intelligence
and creativity in order to obtain highest level performance.
The jobs in the software industry imply, par excellence, a lot of team work. One
of the most important things we have learned from one another throughout the
years is to win together.

“

Daniela Bichir, Vice-President QA&HR SIVECO Romania
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“

Throughout the world, IT is a highly dynamic market, where the work force demand
substantially exceeds the offer. It is a field where extremely intelligent people work,
people who are aware of their own value. SIVECO Romania needs those people
who wish to evolve, and not to remain programmers for the rest of their lives.
We seek those specialists able to learn continuously and rapidly, to be flexible
in order to constantly adapt to new technologies. As team work is essential, the
SIVECO Romania employee has to be communicative, disciplined and, in the same
time, to show lots of imagination in order to find the best solutions for our clients.
SIVECO Romania has developed innovatively thanks to its talented specialists. In
order to occupy leading positions, our employees need to be very well prepared, both
technically and managerially. It is important for them to speak many languages,
as Romania’s geographical location and the company’s long term development
strategy allow us to establish contacts with a large number of countries and IT
cultures. They must understand how the company functions, to contribute to its
development, to master the communication and negotiation techniques, especially
if they are part of the interface between company and client.
We require our clients to be professional, responsible, and to respect quality,
clients and society. These are the values that we cultivate and promote within our
company.
I believe that those who are hired at SIVECO Romania want to evolve professionally,
to grow, both as position and as IT specialization, and by this I mean the knowledge
they obtain, the projects they are involved in, the new professional horizons they
discover. Mainly, SIVECO Romania’s employees want an attractive salary and
benefit package, in proportion to their responsibilities and efforts. To communicate
with their superiors openly and creatively. At SIVECO Romania, a daily reality is the
sight of the manager working in the middle of his/her team.
Actually, the requirements of our employees coincide with ours: professionalism,
respect and transparency. The communication within the company supports the
integration of our employees and their development, the establishing of career
plans and the integration of each employee’s values in the organizational collective
objectives.
Irina Socol, President& CEO SIVECO Romania

“

Every year, we organize internal and external training courses for our
employees. The courses cover the following fields: Technical, Professional,
Management, Sales and Soft Skills. The project management courses
unfolded by CODECS together with The Open University from Great Britain
or with the Project Management Institute from The United States are only
a few examples of training programs SIVECO Romania’s project managers
participate in.
Here at SIVECO Romania, we offer 4 free days of courses for an employee
who has been working with us for a year, 7 free days for those who have
been working with us for 5 years and 10 free days for the employees who
have been working with us for 10 years.
SIVECO Romania also encourages the support of certifications in different
professional interest fields. Also, our employees may register for
conferences and workshops.
For each SIVECO Romania employee there is a minutely drawn out plan for
the training program, tightly connected to the individual career development
plan.
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The annual training plan

Is drawn up together with the managers and it focuses on the development
of those competencies which the employee uses intensively in his/her
activity. A training course lasts, averagely, between 2 and 5 days. The
training providers we work with are permanently assessed in regards to
the quality of the supplied training program and the correlation between
the courses and the company’s requirements.

MBA programs

Are addressed to superior managers. They are programs which unfold
for several years and acknowledge the loyalty of the employees to the
company.

Indicators

In 2008, 550 employees were offered training courses. Since 1995, 420
courses have been organized in the Technical field, 140 in the Professional
field, 380 for management, 120 for sales and 195 for Soft Skills.
Until now, 7 MBA programs were completed.

Integration
The integration of new employees in the company and maintaining retention
at normal quotas represents one of the most efficient methods of ensuring
the company’s development. The personnel’s retention process begins in
the first day of work of the new employees. The successful integration of
new colleagues takes place by following a few steps:

Integration in the organization

The new employer is acquainted with the company, its organization and
functioning, the internal regulations, the communication methods and
rules.

Integration in the position held in
the organization

The new employee receives detailed information about the department s/he
is about to work in: the department’s activity and objectives, the operational
limits of its activity, the activities carried out by his/her colleagues, the
scope of activity and expertise of each one of them. Also, at that point he
will be told about the job’s attributions and responsibilities, the work rules
and procedures, the relations with other departments and other members
of the team.

Personal integration

This stage implies the familiarization of the new employee with his/her
colleagues. It is the stage when s/he discovers which are his/her colleagues’
expectations from him/her, as well as which are the unwritten rules s/he
must comply with.

Team building

At least once a year, each department participates in a team building of
several days. These programs have become a tradition, having a great
contribution in the consolidation of the team.+ Integration.

The professional development
directions and the salary package

Are established by the employee together with his/her manager, being
periodically assessed.
Currently, in Romania, IT specialists are among the best paid workers.
We foresee an increase of these salaries at the industry level, accompanied
by an increasingly accentuated tendency to diversify the benefit package.
At SIVECO Romania, we are working on a project of updating the benefit
package, by introducing new benefits starting with 2009. Currently, according
to the position held in the company and the seniority, the employees of
SIVECO Romania receive benefits ranging from meal tickets, transportation
subventions, business car or mobile phone to financial support in special
situations, stock packages, profit participation.
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In order to obtain customer loyalty, we use both financial and non-financial
methods, being aware that today, a high salary is no longer enough in order
to motivate an employee. The benefit package depends on the employee’s
previous experience and on his/her position in the organization. It evolves
in the same time the employee does, offering new sources of motivation.
The benefits that we offer are substantial, and their evolution is grounded
on the individual career plan.
A special emphasis is placed on the different training programs in Romania
and abroad, our experience confirming the importance of the employee’s
professional development in regards to the degree of loyalty to the company.
The training and team building programs are aimed at increasing the
cohesion of the teams.
The opportunity to work in particularly complex and challenging IT projects,
where there always is something new to learn, not only for juniors but for
seniors also, contributes significantly to the professional satisfaction of
SIVECO Romania’s employees. It is also important to work with the newest
technologies and with globally renowned partner companies, such as Intel,
IBM, Microsoft, HP or Bull.
Ever since their school years, children find out about SIVECO Romania: they
are distributed in high schools with the help of SIVECO Romania, they work
with the AeL system, they encounter the SIVECO Romania Academy when
they go to college and this is only one of the reasons why, for the outsiders,
SIVECO Romania represents a temptation. After being a part of the
SIVECO Romania team, in 2005, I could form an inside picture as well, right
from the start: I understood the size of things, activities, projects, efforts, but
the size of results, too. And then, the temptation became “the SIVECO Romania
challenge”.
Dan Donciulescu, Project Manager

The bonus system

It functions so that the employees feel that their effort is made up for in
a fair and transparent manner. The employees are offered all their legal
vacations and there is flexibility in approving the special ones, as well;
personal evolution is also important for the professional development.
The benefits that we offer to our employees have evolved together with the
company and with the its inner force. Upon establishing the gratification
policy we also take into consideration the trends on the Romanian and
international workforce markets.
We believe that at the moment, SIVECO Romania offers one of the most
attractive benefit packages within the Romanian IT companies.
In order to sustain the company’s development through a strongly motivated
team, we aim at developing the benefit package in 2009 so that we meet as
many of our employees’ wishes as possible.

The promotion policy
The evolution of each SIVECO Romania employee takes place through
the individual career plan, set by him/herself together with his/her direct
superior, upon completion of the probation period. The professional
development directions are establishes, the measurable objectives are set,
a fulfillment deadline, the employee’s evolution being monitored by periodic
assessments. This allows the continuous observation of the employee’s
professional development, the assertion of necessary measures in order
to correct critical points or for the better economization of an outstanding
potential.
Upon fulfillment of the established deadline, usually once a year, if the
performance indicators are fulfilled, the employee will be promoted in his/
her career in SIVECO Romania.
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Certainly, promotions can take place subsequent to the successful
completion of a highly complex project or stage which required a
considerable amount of effort, or as a repayment for an outstanding
contribution of the employee’s within the company’s development.
Establishing new departments and, thus, creating new positions also
brings opportunities of building a career desired by each employee.
For each recruiting position, we always look inside the company before
looking in the maket.
For any student, the certainty that his/her studies will amount to something
is very important. Taking into consideration the situation of the Romanian
workforce market, all students wonder, since their first year of college, if
the faculty they attend will be useful for them.
When the employee contributes to the company’s actual evolution, when
s/he takes responsibilities, when s/he makes decisions, participates in
the consolidation of the team, projects, partnerships and supports his/her
colleagues, the promotion opportunities are very many, directly connected
to what was set and agreed upon in the career plan.
Inside SIVECO Romania, there are more positions of middle management,
their number increasing together with the company’s development and the
expansion of the carried out activity. New projects have brought along the
necessity of creating new middle management positions, apart from those
already existent.
Thus, in the places where the team grew or the responsibilities became more
numerous and more important, we thought it was fortunate to establish
such positions. The middle management employees may coordinate the
team more closely, being responsible in front of the top management.
This improves considerably the undertook activity, the distribution of
responsibilities and leads to the faster fulfillment of the set business
objectives, inside the department and the company.

Working conditions
SIVECO Romania is a modern company, keeping in line with the market
trends, this being one fo the reasons why the work conditions inside
the company are one of the best. Our HR policy is based on the positive
motivation of the team, and in order to do this, we make sure that our
employees work in enjoyable environment and climate.
The IT activity is a dynamic one, often very demanding for employees,
enjoyable work conditions being important for the quality of their work.
One year ago, the whole SIVECO Romania team moved in a modern
building, providing multiple facilities and improved work conditions for the
employees, contributing to an atmosphere which encourages maximum
work productivity.
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Working relations with superior positions
Inside our company, we encourage an open and constructive communication
between superiors and subordinates. In order to coordinate your team as
efficiently as possible, you must know the activity they perform and the
problems they encounter in detail. And you know these things if you occupied,
at some time, the position now occupied by your subordinate. Most of the
managers in SIVECO Romania meet this condition, which leads to a very
realistic superior-subordinate relationship, the rights and responsibilities
of each one of them being mutually respected and understood.
Generally, the managers in SIVECO Romania work in tight connection with
their team, both because of their passion and their wish to control and
manage projects as good as possible.

Organizational culture
Those who wish to work with SIVECO Romania are IT specialists seeking
challenges able to offer them professional evolution and satisfaction.
SIVECO Romania’s employees found in this company a united team, passion
for IT, complex and challenging projects, various specialization fields. Many
of us have discovered in SIVECO Romania our own professional success, thus
contributing to the success of this company, of this team.
Daniela Bichir, Human Resources and Quality Vice-President
The employees adapt to internal procedures throughout the induction
period. This is an accommodation period, both for the employee and for
the company’s personnel. Integrating new members of SIVECO Romania’s
team is supported by superiors so that the induction process unfolds in
the most natural manner possible. SIVECO Romania was granted the ISO
9001:2000 certification by the French company AFAQ-AFNOR. The new
employees have access to numerous instructions and procedures guiding
them through the company in their first days of work and familiarizing
them with the work environment.
In the SIVECO Romania offices, the activity is carried out in a transparent,
team work atmosphere. The team spirit is obvious in all collectives, the
best results obtained by the departments taking place when they render
this advantage profitable during working hours.
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SECTION SEVEN

COMMUNITY:
EDUCATION, CORPORATE
BEHAVIOUR, SUSTAINABILITY

SIVECO Romania believes that its long term development cannot ignore the
social context it operates in, the needs and expectations of the communities
it interacts with. SIVECO Romania makes an objective out of cultivating
partnerships with those formal and informal groups it shares the assumed
values with.

Priority fields for CSR programs

Education, corporate behavior, civic education, career development,
research, social protection, culture.

Social investment forms

Research and development programs for educational products or
for products with social benefits, expertise in educational projects,
sponsorships.

Strategic social partners

World Vision România, ARDOR, Pro Democratia Association, The Bucharest
Police Department, The Ministry of Education and Research, high school
and college education institutions, students, teachers, mass media and
civil society, non-profit organization promoting open society values, respect
for the law, transparency, fight against corruption, education, social
responsibility.

Types of CSR programs
Program name

EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL REFORM AND CORPORATE BEHAVIOUR
» SIVECO Cup (2003-2008) - reference competition for the undergraduate
education, dedicated to the students skilled, talented and interested in IT
educational applications and for teachers creating innovative education
means
» CAMPION (2004-2008) - informatics performance training program
(taking place online on http://campion.edu.ro/), supported by prestigious
teachers and students, former winners of the international informatics
contests
» The SIVECO Summer School 2003-2006 - project offering professional
training and seminaries for teachers and young people with a passion for
educational informatics systems
» SIVECO Academy (2006-2008) - the program aims at providing for several
groups of college and master students high quality and performance
education in the field of software engineering and economic informatics
» The SEI Caravan - the project included over 30 contests and events,
organized in all the counties of Romania. Over 1500 students and
teachers all over the country found out what the IT Based Educational
System meant and which were the benefits obtained by using technology
in education
» The SEI Portal - initiated by the Ministry of Education, Research and Youth,
in collaboration with specialists from SIVECO Romania, is the meeting
place for one of the most dynamic virtual communities in Romania. http://
www.portal.edu.ro has already imposed itself in the online environment
as an essential source for obtaining information of interest for students,
parents, teachers and journalists in real time
» The Euro 200 social program - the objective of this complex program
is supporting the teaching/learning process in the undergraduate
education with the help of computerized systems. SIVECO Romania’s
specialists responsible with the implementation of Euro 200 ensure the
technical support for collecting data from the territory and publishing the
information online, on http://euro200.edu.ro
» The National Virtual Education Conference (2003-2008) - The conference
gained notoriety year by year, becoming a maximum interest event for
researchers, eLearning specialists, professors and teachers, inspectors,
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SECTION EIGHT

EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL,
HUMANITARIAN PROJECTS

EDUCATIONAL
PROJECTS

During the implementation of the Computerized Educational Program
(SEI), one of the most successful educational projects ever unfolded in
Romania, SIVECO Romania became extremely familiar with the needs
of the respective sector. As a result, the company triggered a series of
activities with an educational impact in order to stimulate the interest and
creativity of the participants in the training programs, offering scholarships
to disabled children or awards to those having exceptional results, in the
same time.
Initiated at the beginning of 2003, the SIVECO Virtual Center for Excellence
includes a series of initiatives of the company in the educational sector,
aimed to promote creativity in eLearning: SIVECO Cup, .campion, SIVECO
Summer School etc. From the beginning of these competitions, the finalists
won important medals in the national and international competitions,
proving the excellent training they benefited from, which led to the promotion
of Romanian school of informatics.
Numerous contributions in the field of social responsibility were made
though the SIVECO Virtual Center for Excellence: SIVECO Cup (competition
of reference for the educational system, dedicated to students skilled in
applied informatics, as well as to the teachers who apply innovative teaching
methods).
.campion (renowned training program in informatics, dedicated to teachers,
members of the national IT committees, students, meant to ensure
permanent training, the improvement and maintenance of the Olympic
performances in informatics), SIVECO Academy - complementary training
project meant to provide education of high quality and performance to
several groups of students in the field of software engineering and economic
informatics, SIVECO Summer School, The Social Euro 200 Program, The
Informatics Balkaniade, The National Informatics Olympics, The National
Virtual Learning Center.
The .campion competition represents an extraordinary chance for young
people to benefit from, that of becoming able to adapt to future changes on
the workforce market by obtaining performance in informatics, being ready to
successfully use momentarily inexistent technologies.
Radu Jugureanu, AeL eContent Department Manager SIVECO Romania

SIVECO ACADEMY

Through “SIVECO Academy” we try to create a bridge between study and
practice, so necessary today for young graduates. This ambitious program is
meant to prepare future employees for all the departments of SIVECO Romania,
to develop the necessary abilities for their further activity, providing them the
possibility to meet their educational objectives as well.
Daniela Bichir, QA&HR SIVECO Romania Vice-President

Be smart, don’t be violent!

Based on the experience obtained in the “Be smart, don’t be violent!”
campaign, we accomplished a better approach to the school environment,
identifying the most adequate means for making the access to computers
an instrument dedicated to education and fighting the negative phenomena
in school.

Virtual Center for Excellence

The SIVECO Virtual Center for Excellence reunites a series of initiatives
triggered by SIVECO Romania in the educational area, meant to contribute,
especially but not limited to the promotion of creativity in the field of
computerized education.
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“Let’s learn, let’s learn!”

“Let’s learn, let’s learn!”, project initiated by SIVECO Romania in partnership
with World Vision Romania, promotes the development and implementation
of eLearning and aims at improving the computer literacy of the teachers
and students from the rural environment, introducing IT classes among
communities and facilitating the access to information for the members of
the community.

Young People’s Parliament

Profoundly involved in the development of democratic abilities of the young
generation, SIVECO Romania is the only private company who undertook to
support the Young People’s Parliament project, which offered the possibility
to exert their politic qualities, to discuss law projects and vote normative
acts to the best prepared high school, college and masters students.

ARDOR

Also, we wish to contribute in the promotion of authentic values of civil
society by supporting the organization of civic conferences. The events
organized in partnership with ARDOR within the civic conferences project
“On the proper use of democracy” represents a materialization of the part
played by SIVECO Romania both in the educational area and in the civil
society field, perfectly integrating with the company’s objectives regarding
the motivation of young people to become actively involved in the educational
process, but also in regards to the chance offered to each young person to
test his/her civic qualities and democratic spirit.

Other educational projects
» Partner of project “Young people’s Parliament”, initiated by Pro
Democratia Association
» SIVECO Romania backs the civic conferences project “On the proper use
of democracy”, initiated by ARDOR
» SIVECO Romania and World Vision Romania get involved in supporting
education in rural areas by carrying out the “Let’s learn, let’s learn!”
project
» SIVECO Romania unfolded the “Be smart, don’t be violent!” campaign, in
partnership with the General Inspectorate of Police, Bucharest
» Supporting the social program “Euro 200”, 2005-2007
» Organizing the SIVECO Summer School, 2003-2006
» Supporting “Bucharest Summer University”, organized by ASE
Bucharest, 2005
» Contributing to the organization of the national IT Forum camp in
Campina, 2005
» Supporting and organizing the “Campion” Competition, 2004-2008
» Contributing to the organization of the National Informatics Olympics,
2005-2008, for secondary school and high school
» The annual organization of the Educational Software Competition
SIVECO CUP (2003-2008)
» Contributing to the renovation of the workshop of School of Arts and
Crafts no 3, Bucharest (School for mentally challenged children)
» Supporting the organization of the National Virtual Education
Conference (CNIV), 2004-2008
» Contributing to the realization of the “Followers of Moisil” competition,
2004-2008, organized by the “GRIGORE C. MOISIL” Informatics High
School, Iasi
» Organizing introduction and training courses in computer literacy.
Contributing to the training of the winners of MixFM Winter Holiday
Competitions, 2003/2004.
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» Organizing introduction and training courses in computer literacy, for
the benefit of the General Authority for Undergraduate Education within
MEDC, 2004
» Awarding prized to the winners of the national phase of the Applied
Informatics Competition, 2nd edition, organized by ISJ Buzau
» Supporting the Mathematics Faculty team in the finale of the
international ACM competition, Prague, 2004
» Supporting the web design competition of “Tudor Vianu” National High
School, Bucharest 2004
» The SEI (http://portal.edu.ro/) Educational Portal donated to MEDC
» Evalman, system donated to MEDC in view of assisting the selection and
public acquisition process of alternative school books
» ADLIC 2001-2008 (designing, developing, implementing and
administering the data centralizing application and the actual
distribution of the candidates for the admission exam in high schools,
arts and crafts schools as well as coordinating all the activities
connected to the process of collecting the data and distributing the
candidates)
» Supporting the Informatics Balkaniade 2003.

CULTURAL
PROJECTS

The company backs cultural and artistic projects by: Facilitating the
participation of young artists in international competition; awarding the
artists with exceptional results, as well as the VIPs of Romanian cultural life.
Our involvement in the life of society means more than punctual donations,
it is a constant involvement in the promotion of value, a permanent
contribution in the development of society, eitherwhen talking about the
educational system, cultural life, health system of economy.
SIVECO Romania gets involves in projects which aim at the development of
abilities allowing those who find themselves in under-privileged situations,
because of different reasons and in different moments, to find long term
solutions.
In the same time, SIVECO Romania actively supports the national and
international initiatives meant to increase the transparency and credibility
level of Romanian business environment, the fight against corruption and
the consolidation of business ethics.

Other cultural projects
» SIVECO Romania supports Romanian artists - contribution for the
participation of the violin player Cristian Fatu at the “Fritz Kreisler”
Violin Festival, Wien, October 2005
» The Award for Educational Journalism organized in partnership with
Commission for UNESCO
» Awarding “The Sympathy Prize” to great Romania artists: Victor
Rebengiuc and Mariana Mihut, Ilinca Tomoroveanu and Traian Stanescu,
Carmen Stanescu and Damian Crâsmaru, Catalina Mustata and Florin
Zamfirescu, Ion Caramitru and Mihaela Caracas, Marina Constantinescu
and Mircea Rusu.
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HUMANITARIAN
PROJECTS

SIVECO Romania got involved in the social and humanitarian life by
organizing support campaigns for the victims of floods between 2005 and
2008, donating construction materials, computers, supporting the “School
of a New Beginning” project, the camp for children from distressed areas,
developed within the National “Summer University” Program, offering
Christmas presents for the senior citizens asylums.

Other humanitarian projects
» Organizing a support campaign for the victims of recent floods in the
Galati area together with Romanceam
» Donations with the help of UGIR; donations for Bacau area with the help
of SIVECO Moldova
» Donations of computers for the school in Gura Vaii, Onesti
» Monthly study scholarships for students from the Mihai Eminescu high
school in Petrosani, starting on June 2002
» Supporting the unfolding of the Traviata opera performance, for the
benefit of the HIV positive children, 2002.

Challenges in the programs of social responsibility of
SIVECO Romania
» Encouraging the employees to donate 2% out of their profit to actions
corresponding to their own ideals
» The expansion of the internal communication for the development of the
employees attachment to the values of social responsibility
» Expanding the environmental protection efforts, as well as recovering
recyclable materials
» Cooperating in CSR projects with multinational traditional organizations
» Assessing the involvement of the company in CSR actions.
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“

SIVECO Romania’s engagement to the principles of social responsibility
is a programmatic, strategic and long term one. We desire to honor our
mission of responsible participant at the life of the community, following
not only the economic development, but also the social progress of the
society we are part of. By getting involved in educational, cultural, civic
and humanitarian projects, we seek to integrate our social responsibility
strategy in the development objectives and in the commercial activities
of the company.
Within the company, the method of assuming social responsibility
evolved a lot lately, CRS principles being currently included even in
the product development strategies. Thus, we strategically direct our
CSR intercessions towards the educational field, which we believe to
be essential for the sustainable development of the society. Therefore,
SIVECO Romania’s social involvement is a natural one, deriving
from its corporate philosophy. Our social partnerships are based on
communication transparency, obtaining material, measurable benefits
for those who represent the target of these actions.
We are known for the carried our projects and for the support we
provide in the education field. We invest mainly in developing social
value software solutions, providing social benefits which translate as
sustainable development. Also, still from a CSR point of view, we approach
our relationship with the employees, investors, partners, clients and
community in a spirit of transparency and ethics.
Our company actively supports any initiative which creates a communication
bridge between Romanian people. We like to think we really are a small
wheel in the future-generating mechanism.

“

Irina Socol, President& CEO SIVECO Romania
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